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Kit List: 

 Adaptations Match up cards (in this 

document—print and laminate) 

 Bird templates (in this document –

print on card) 

 Habitat cards (in this document) 

 Feathers 

 Pipecleaners 

 Glue 

 Scissors 

Curriculum Link:  Living things and their habitats, 

Animals including humans 
Year Group: KS2 

Lesson Plan—Amazing Adaptations 

Amazing Adaptations is a 1 hour activity for year 5 and 6 that ties in with their animals and habitat 

topics on the curriculum. It is a hands on workshop which involves: 

 A card sort activity 

 Bird building creative task 

 Short written task 

 A Prezi presentation which can be accessed here. 

Feel free to pick and choose from these elements, the workshop can work with substitutions to 

meet your class’ needs and ability levels. The card sort and bird activity and can also be used as 

stand alone activities. 

https://prezi.com/fdr7z5z_5ybc/?token=aa75f1df26985a47680b033233efaff86c61ce3b9b30cf7dd7517f74838fbe24&utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
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Activity Notes 

Introduction 
  

Explain briefly what we’re going to be doing – looking at different adaptations that species have 
Find out your students current level of knowledge and whether they hold any misconceptions by asking if anyone 
can tell you: 
What is an adaptation?    What is evolution? 

Explanation 

Adaptation: The process of change by which plants and animals become better suited to their environment. 
Evolution: the process of gradual change (over millions of years) by which living plants and animals are believed 

to have developed from earlier forms of life during the history of the earth. 

Adaptations 
cards 

Ask students to match the adaptations on the cards with how they help an animal survive better in their 
environment. They can do this in groups of up to 4. 
Go through the answers (answers are on Prezi) 
Explain how humans are adapted – we have evolved language to be able to talk to one another and share 
information.  Humans are adapted to learn from their mistakes and hence survive better 

Adaptations 

Go through the Prezi, see if they can answer why each adaptation is important to plant/ animal 
Polar Bear – all its adaptations are about keeping warm and living surrounded by snow and ice 

 Blubber—insulated from the cold, like you putting on a thick coat 

 Long stiff hair on feet—provide traction on ice, like studs on football boots stops you slipping in the mud. 

 Black skin under fur—better heat retention, dark colours absorb heat, light colours reflect heat. 

 Small round ears—conserve body warmth by keeping close to the body, if you’re cold at night, you curl up in 
a ball, same idea. 

Cactus – all its adaptations are about conserving water 

 Spines—reduces water loss as there is a smaller area for water to escape from, also stops predators eating it. 

 Waxy skin—seals in moisture, similar to wearing a rain coat to keep water out, it also keeps water in 

 Shallow roots—so when it does rain they can take up water quickly before it evaporates 

 Take in carbon dioxide at night—plants have small holes/pores all over leaves to let gases in and out. They 
need to let CO2 in for photosynthesis but when the pores are open water can also evaporate out. Closing 
them in the day when it is hottest retains most of the water. 

These are all 
fish… 

Different because of their environments 
Eg sword fish uses sword for defence and as a weapon, ray needs to camouflage on the sea floor etc 

Build a bird 

They will choose one habitat—either a rainforest, meadow or the arctic (10 secs to decide in their pairs) 
Explain the task – pairs will choose one body type and one wing type (out of three) to design a NEW species 
They will choose a selection of feathers/pipe cleaners to add, they can also colour in the card. 
Explain how colour, leg/feet type, beak type and insulation will help the bird survive in the chosen environment 
(long legs to stand out of water, long beak to fish, small beak to find insects, camouflage etc.) 
  
Emphasise the need to make sure the animal is properly suited to the chosen habitat. 
Allow approx. 20 minutes to build their birds, if time allows, ask all pairs or one from each habitat to present their 
creation and explain how it suits their habitat. 

Human 
Induced 
Climate 
Change 

Explain that the habitats they currently have are in an ideal world. Humans can have negative impacts. Hand out 
new habitats, these represent the impact humans can have on their original habitats.  

Ask them to think of 5 reasons why their birds would now struggle e.g.: Lack of food, noise pollution, rubbish left by 

humans could entangle them/ could be eaten by them, hunting, nowhere to nest, lack of camouflage 

End 

Explain that it isn’t all bad—lots of scientists and engineers are looking at ways we can protect species and build and 
use natural resources in more environmentally friendly ways.  
Ask if anyone has any questions 

https://prezi.com/fdr7z5z_5ybc/?token=aa75f1df26985a47680b033233efaff86c61ce3b9b30cf7dd7517f74838fbe24&utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
https://prezi.com/fdr7z5z_5ybc/?token=aa75f1df26985a47680b033233efaff86c61ce3b9b30cf7dd7517f74838fbe24&utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
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Webbed feet 

Camouflage 

Bright 

coloured skin 

Big humps 

Long neck 

Echolocation 

Can expand to 

three times its size 

Hard shell 

Helps them 

swim by 

pushing water 

behind them 

Warns 

predators 

that it is 

poisonous 

Allows them 

to eat leaves 

at the top of 

trees 

Blends in with 

environment, 

making it harder 

for predators to 

see them 

Store water 

Helps them 

find their way 

in the dark 

Scares away 

predators 

that might 

want to eat it 

Protects them 

from predators 

and the 

environment 
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